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A summer’s day that starts out all bright and sunny and by its end
nothing is ever the same again – that is the day when Annika's cousin
Ginie disappears. Just a short while ago the two of them had been
sunbathing by the water’s edge with Annika's friends Steffi, Rüdiger and
Jonas, and now Annika and the others are scurrying about in the pouring
rain looking for Ginie.
Finally, the police is alerted and the nervous tension is mounting by the
minute. Although they have been close friends for many years, rather than
being supportive they start blaming and accusing each other. Gradually
disturbing stories begin to surface, things Annika had no idea about, and
finally Steffi says out loud what everyone has been thinking all along: is it
possible that Rüdiger who seems so reserved has done something to
Ginie? At first Annika refuses to believe it, but all the evidence points to
him as the culprit. And although Rüdiger is shocked that of all people his
closest friends should suspect him of such an awful thing, he does
nothing to clarify the situation.
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Meanwhile, as Annika has discovered that there are a few skeletons in the
cupboard in her supposedly happy family, she feels that she must speak
to Rüdiger on his own...
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